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chairman of my resource committee. An arrangement was
made between us that we meet on Tuesdays at a prescribed
time. During these sessions, any problems or questions
that may have arisen concerning my thesis project were
discussed.

Professor of Architecture, was one of my resource contacts
for acquiring information concerning problems or questions
that I had in dealing with medical facilities.

Professor of Architecture, whose help I asked in structur
ing my building.

Department of Radiology, Bozeman Deaconess Hospital, whose
help in the technical field of my project was invaluable
to the design of the treatment area of the thesis project.

I would like to express my gratitute to these people and
the many others that have helped me to comply this infor
mation and knowledge so that I was able to complete my
thesis project.

I would like to dedicate this thesis paper to Mrs. June
Krug who has terminal cancer and to my parents Mr. and
Mrs. Alexander Woloszyn.

DEDICATION

"The building itself is an environmental filter between
man and his environment."

THOUGHT

PROCESS

Thought Process
The following is taken from Descartes which describes
the process one should follow in an argument. I felt that
this process was very applicable in the process of design
in architecture. If one were to follow these steps, he
would not overlook anything that might solve the problem.
He would always be conscious of all elements with which he
had to deal with.
"The first rule was to accept as true nothing
that I did not know to be self-evidently so; that
is to say, to avoid carefully precipitancy and
prejudice, and to apply my judgments to nothing
but that which showed itself so clearly and dis
tinctly to my mind that I should never have
occasion to doubt it."
"The second was to divide each difficulty
I should examine into as many parts as possible
and as would be required the better to solve it."
"The third was to conduct my thoughts in an
orderly fashion, starting with what was the
simplest and easiest to know, and rise little by
little to the knowledge of the most complex, even
supposing an order where there is no natural pre
cedence among the objects of knowledge."

"The last rule was to make so complete an
enumeration of the links in an argument and to
pass them all so thoroughly under review, that
I could be sure I had missed nothing."
Descartes

"Architecture is the means by which man is able to
change and alter human behavior by manipulating the physi
cal environment that surrounds him. "
Man is possibly the only creature on earth that has
the ability to regulate a major portion of the environment
that he has conceived. Man is on the verge of being able
to change and modify his surroundings to his likings. He
is at present learning through experience that certain
elements, whether alone or combined, produce a specific
behavior in humans. These specific behaviors, whether
good, bad or indifferent, are critical in the formation
of future human environments. Yet man-persists in some
instances to construct the so-called "man-made" environ
ments that produce and enforce the negative behavior of
man, through his own ignorance.
Just as an artist's brush is an extension of his hand
to create art, architecture is the extension of man's mind
over his existence in an effort to control more of his
environment. Man's capability to make value judgments pre
sents to him the opportunity to create spaces that satisfy
his needs and desires. The factors that are involved in the
creating of a space are the space, man-made or natural
objects and elements which articulate it or define the
space. These elements include color, texture and form. The
perception of these spaces is an active reaction which man
actively structures and makes sense of the stimuli with
which man is presented with. As Erno Goldfinger phrases it
"...when space is enclosed with the skill of an artist...
then 'spacial emotion' and enclosed space becomes architec
ture."

A Comprehensive Cancer Center is not a medical delivery
system and they are not expected to treat all cases of
cancer in their perspective regions. They are, though,
expected to begin exerting a sufficient amount of impact
on the quality of cancer care throughout the United States
through programs of demonstration and outreach. These pro
grams are to inform the populus about cancer and the treat
ments. In this manner the diagnosis of cancer in patients
can be brought forth to the attention of the medical pro
fession much sooner than ever before. If the individual is
well informed, he will know what to expect in the areas of
warning signals, preventive safeguards and available treat
ments. Today cancer patients, if treatment is by a medical
team with the experience and resources, have the best chance
for cure or extended survival. I hope to be able to provide
the area of resources in the form of a structure in which
the effective treatment of cancer patients can be facilitated.
Before I am able to start this complex undertaking, I must
first understand the problem and that problem is cancer.
These facts and figures were taken from the American Cancer
Society pamphlet for 1976:
-"What is cancer?
Cancer is a large group of diseases character
ized by uncontrolled growth and spread of abnormal
cells. If the spread is not controlled or checked,
it results in death. However, many cancers can
be cured if detected early and treated promptly.
-How is cancer treated"
By surgery, X-rays, radioactive substances,
chemicals or hormones.

-Has there been any progress against cancer?
Yes. In the early 1900's, few cancer
patients had any hope of long-termed survival.
In the 1930's less than one in five were alive
at least five years after treatment. In the
1950's, it was one in four. Now the ratio is
one in three. The gain from one in four to
one in three currently represents about 56,000
people each year.
-How many people are being saved?
About 225,000 Americans, or about one-third
of all people who get cancer this year, will
be alive at least five years after treatment.
-Can more people be saved?
Yes. Another 113,000 people with cancer
will probably die in 1976 who might have been
saved by earlier treatment. Today, of every
six cancer victims, two will be saved and
four will die. But of the four who will die,
one might have been saved with earlier diagnosis
and prompt treatment. The other three of the
four will die of cancer which cannot yet be
controlled. Only the results of research can
save these patients. This means half of those
who get cancer could and should be saved. Thus,
the immediate goal of cancer control in this
country is saving 338,000 lives or half of those
who get cancer each year.

-How many people have been cured?
There are 1,500,000 Americans alive today
who have been cured of cancer, that are free of
the disease at least five years after diagnosis
and treatment. The decision as to when a patient
may be considered cured is one that must be made
by the physicians after examining the individual
patient. For most forms of cancer, five years is
the accepted time. However, some patients can
be discharged as free of the disease after one
year; others three years; while some have to be
followed much longer than five years.
-Who will get cancer?
Cancer strikes at any age. It kills more
children 3 to 14 than any other disase. And
cancer strikes with increasing frequency with
advancing age.
-How many people will get cancer?
About 54 million Americans now living will
eventually have cancer; one in four according
to present rates. Over the years, cancer will
strike in approximately two of three families.
In the 1970's, there will be an estimated 3.5
million cancer deaths, 6.5 million new cancer
cases, and more than 10 million people under
medical care for cancer.

-How many people with cancer in 1976?
The estimate is more than one million
Americans will be under medical care for cancer.
-How many new cases will there be?
In 1976, about 675,000 people will be
diagnosed as having cancer.
-How many people will die?
This year about 370,000 will die of the
disease...over 1,000 people a day or about one
every one and one-half minutes. Of every six
deaths from all causes in the United States,
one is from cancer. In 1975, an estimated
364,000 Americans died of cancer. In 1974 it
as 357,000; in 1973, it was 351,055; in 1972,
345,618 cancer deaths were reported by the
United States National Center for Health
Statistics.
-What is the national death rate?
There was a steady rise in the age-adjusted
national death rate until 1950. Since 1950, the
rate has been leveling off. In 19 30, the number
of cancer deaths per 100,000 population was 112.
In 1940, it was 120. By 1950 it had risen to
125, and in 1973, the number was 131. Except
for cancer of the lung, age-adjusted cancer

death rates in general are leveling off and in
some cases dropping off."
"Cancer can be treated in these major ways: surgery,
radiation, chemotherapy or any combination of the three."
In considering the center that I was to conceive, I had
to investigate these three areas. Surgery is probably
the most complex area. It involves a tremendous amount of
support facilities and is a thesis project all in itself.
Radiation is the treatment of patients with the use of
X-rays, gamma rays, cobalt, linear accelerator, orthovoltage, betatron and teletherapy; chemotherapy is the
treatment of patients with the use of chemicals, hormones
and drugs. Also the treating of patients with radioactive
isotopes was introduced into the treatment area as the up
and coming area for cancer treatment. In studying these
areas, I chose radiation, chemotherapy and nuclear medicine
as possibilities for my center. The decision was based on
the fact that the center was to be an outpatient unit, in
which the patient came in for treatments and was released
immediately afterwards. Surgery was not completely forgotten.
It played an important part in the locating of the center,
that being adjacent to a hospital. That hospital is St.
Peters in Helena, Montana. The Hospital could then be used
for the center and vice versa. To better understand the
treatment areas, I will try to explain each area independent
ly.
Radiation treatment is the area in which large machines
generate or contain radioactive material that is aimed over
an effected cancer area of a patient. These rays destroy
the tissue in the area in which it is aimed at thus killing
the cancer cells. This treatment is in itself painless; one

cannot feel the rays as they penetrate the body. There
may, however, be side effects depending on the length of
treatment; these are minor, such as nausea, upset stomach
and sometimes baldness—but very rarely. These side
effects last for a short time.
Chemotherapy treatment is the area in which small pri
vate physicians offices are used to administer the drug or
chemical. This is the trend at the present time. The
reason for this is that the patient is in more contact with
the physicians, thus feeling he is a human being and not a
number or a faceless humanoid. This puts the patients on
a more personal level with "his" physicians so as not to
feel abandoned. The area would be used to examine the
patients for the effect of the drug.
Nuclear medicine is the treatment where radioactive
isotopes are injected directly into the cancer effected
area thus having more control and strength in destroying
cancer. The isotopes after injection are carefully watched
and directed by sophisticated equipment manned by trained
medical personnel. So far I have talked about the treat
ment areas, but what is the procedure to get to these areas,
what does a patient go through before he is treated?
The procedures are as follows. The patient is examined
by his physicians or by another physician. If the diagnosis
is believed to be cancer, the results are studied to make
sure that the diagnosis is correct. The patient is informed
of the seriouness of the disease and the possible treat
ments. The patient and a physician plan out a program for
treatment of the disease, the length and time depending

on the disease itself. After this program is set up, the
physician demonstrates and explains what is involved in
the treatment. This includes showing the patient the
machinery and areas where he will be, thus the patient will
not be overwhelmed with "fear" at the initial sight of the
strange equipment. Most of the machinery used in radiation
treatment is massive in size, and it is suggested that the
patient have an understanding of how they work. The patient,
after he is introduced to the treatment area, begins his
treatment for as long as he is programmed to, or if the
cancer is detected, cured or arrested. This is the basic
flow of procedure for treating cancer patients.

111.

The center must have a stated purpose that includes
carrying out of basic and clinical research, training and
demonstration of advanced diagnostic and treatment methods
relating to cancer.

2. The center must have high quality interdisciplinary
capability in the performance of diagnosis and treatment
of malignant diseases.
3. The center must have an environment of excellence in
basic science which will assure the highest quality in
basic research.
4. The center should have or should develop an organized
detection program.
5. The center must maintain a statistical base for eval
uation of the results of its program activities. For this
purpose, records should be developed which will standardize
disease classification to enable exchange of information
between institutions.
6. The center should provide leadership in developing
community programs involving active participation by mem
bers of the medical profession practicing within the area
served by the center.
7. The center must have a strong research base (fundamental
and applied) and related training programs, with an organ
izational structure which will provide for the coordination
of these activities with other facets of the center's pro
gram.

8. The center will participate in the National Cancer
Program by integrating its efforts with the activities of
other centers in an integrated nationwide system for the
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of cancer. For this
purpose, the center must have sufficient autonomy to
facilitate this function."

Above was taken from "Guidelines for the Cancer Centers
Program," National Cancer Institute, Part 1.2.1.

THE

PATIENT

Fear. What is it? "Fear is the reaction of the body
to a threat to its well being. It is rational. It is
related to an experience as it is happening." This is the
way Dr. Lester L. Coleman from "Freedom from Fear" explains
fear. I have mentioned fear; but what causes it, how can
you eliminate it, or can you? Emerson said once, "fear is
a circle whose circumference is everywhere, and whose center
is nowhere." Basically fear is born out from the unknown
and it thrives on uncertainty. Cancer is a disease that
bears uncertainty and the reaction to it is fear. The word
itself, Cancer, is sometimes synonymous with death. When
a person is confronted with having cancer, he immediately
invisions great suffering and pain over an extended period of
time which results in his death. The patient immediately
goes into a state of mental shock. He is far out of reach
of his physical presence. He goes into a time lapse not
knowing what to do. This state has been programmed into
his mind even before he knows he has cancer. He has been
conditioned by all the posters and advertising that were
thrown at him. These advertisements were well meaning, but
ill-devised for public consumption. These productive tech
niques have capitalized on the agent of fear to help raise
money for its medical programs. The visions of hopelessness
and crippling devastation of cancer has made the terrified
patient and the fear ridden neurotics illness be altered
and distorted beyond imagination by their ever-present fear.
This fear is bred by the ignorance of not knowing. Fear
weaves itself in and out, over and under until suddenly the
patient is virtually caught in a web of confusion. For many
a patient fear is far more destructive than cancer itself.
Fear is in itself an illness which must be treated before
the patient can begin his road to recovery. This fear must

be quenched with answers and solutions that the patients
might have preconceived before he could be informed. To
sight an example taken from Freedom from Fear by Dr.
Coleman, "Not long ago, a woman came to my office and said,
'Look at this lump on my neck. It's cancer, isn't it?'
There was no evidence of cancer. The woman looked at me
coldly when I attempted to assuage her anxiety. 'Now listen,
doctor, my grandmother had cancer. And I'm sure I've got
it. I'm the one they talk about. I'm the one out of five.'11
By not knowing the facts, the woman had distorted her
illness to the point where she believed herself to have cancer
no matter what she was told. She is one of those people who
are afraid to have their fears confirmed, but there are also
those who are afraid to even have their fears denied. Fear
thrives on fear and will spread itself out destroying a
person's mental stability unless it is restrained. If you
confront fear with knowledge and understanding, it will
vanish in the light of truth. This process should start
with a personal relationship of patient and doctor. The
patient who is usually awed by the physicial should be able
to converse with the doctor as a human being by Being able to
comment, to question and to try to understand the disease
and the treatment that he is faced with. The patient should
be advised of the medical equipment that is to be used.
Such items as the blood pressure apparatus and the stetho
scope have in the minds of many people been identified with
death and disease. There is also the misconception that the
use of medical gadgets, machines, and tests reassure and
impress patients, but this is far from the truth.

Knowing what the patient and the physician can do, now
what about the architect and the patient? What can the
architect do to relieve the emotion of fear? The architect
can use his creativity and experiences combined with rele
vant facts to create a space or spaces in which a patient
can find his presence of mind. The architect can create
spaces in which the patient can always find his orientation
without sterilization of the space. The architect can be
considered the doctor of the mind, just as a physician is
a doctor of the body. He controls the environment in which
we live. He can either confuse us with mazes and dispro
portions of shapes or he can organize our minds with forms
and spaces. All of these we perceive visually, which is
eighty percent of our sense perception. This approach was
used as a basic criteria for the design of the cancer center.
The element of fear had to be reduced as much as possible if
the center was to be successful for patient's mental sta
bility. Architecture can only do so much. After the shell
is built, it is up to the people within its confines to take
over where the architect has left off. That is, the archi
tect is creating a space, or form, that is conducive to the
mental and physical recovery of the human body. The archi
tect cannot totally control the emotions of man with archi
tecture, but he can suggest emotions with his design for
the continuation of human life.

Christopher Alexander uses a design tool called pat
terns. The idea of a pattern is defined as "an attempt to
combine a high level of functional analysis with the ad
vantages of the typological approach." The term 'pattern'
is defined as a "typical arrangement in space of physical
objects (or parts) which allows behaviorial tendencies or
forces to coexist in a context without conflict." To under
stand the above statements, a few more definitions are in
order to clarify the statement above on the idea of a
pattern. The word 'tendencies' is defined as an "observable
human drive toward satisfying needs." Also the word 'con
flict', "that which occurs when tendencies or forces come
into apparent oppositions." The major goal of patterns is
to arrange the environment until all tendencies, all forces
can exist together without conflicting with each other.
Conflict is the effect of the inadequacies of our physical
environment. Such a process has a pattern of flow of con
jecture
reputation -> conjecture.
This method was used by me as a design tool to help
design the total. I broke down my different rooms or areas
into issues and then found tendencies which were supplied
by my research. After I had my list of tendencies of the
human being for that specific room or area, I would then
draw up a pattern, a small-scale floor plan or diagram
arrangement. After having gone through all my areas as such,
I then combined my rooms into areas using something of the
same process. Finally, I took my areas and combined them
into a building using the same type of process. The process
has its weak points. In these points I used the typological
approach to help solve some problems; such as, the process
needs to be used over and over again so that one is able to

use it more efficiently as a design tool. This tool helps
one organize more than anything else. But it is up to the
designer to use so that it benefits the total design for
human use.

ADMINISTRATION

1.

Business Office
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Located near admitting
Located near secretary pool
Located near reception desk
For translating business between center and patient
Should be semi-formal approach
Carpeted, very simple
Atmosphere of a bank--in sense of private desks
for each patient to help solve problems

Information and Switchboard
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Information should be easily seen from entrance
Located with receptionist desk
Should not be directly located at entrance door.
Give patient approach private
Should be able to view entire lobby and waiting
area
Switchboard located with receptionist desk
Carpeted
Make location an eye catcher

Administrators Office
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Located near business office
Located near conference room and library
Close to physicians offices
Secretaries pool should be very close
Should be easy to find from lobby

f.
g.
h.
i.
4.

Admitting Office
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

Located near record storage
Near receptionist desk
Near out-patient entrance (not to be in direct
view of waiting room)
Secretary area within office

Receptionist Desk
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

Not in direct view from lobby or entrance
Located so access from laboratory is not very
distant
Carpeted
Area for desk; shelves for books

Located so it is easy to see from entrance, but
not a direct shot
Be able to see waiting room, but not located so
that it is center of focus
Located near information desk, waiting room, lobby
Near business office and entrance

Conference Room
a.
b.
c.

Located near library and administrators office
Located away from public view
To be used for meeting with the staff

d.
e.
7.

To discuss medical records of patients with other
physicians
Located near medical records

Lobby and Waiting Room
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Lobby should be buffer zone from door to reception
ist desk and from waiting area to entrance
Where most traffic to occur
Locate directory and notices to public
Waiting room off of lobby and away from draft of
entrance
Should not be able to watch people come into center
Area should be divided into smaller areas
Create a relaxing atmosphere, a home-type feeling,
using TV, plants, warm colors, bright colors, soft
and warm materials
Should be able to see receptionist area

8. Library
a.
b.
c.
d.

Located near conference room, administration office,
near medical records and easy access distance from
physicians office
Should be away from public view
Carpeted, comfortable surroundings, use of plants,
planters, wood and lighting and view
North lighting

9.

Restrooms
a.
b.

Easy to reach from waiting room but not in plain
sight
Easy to reach from offices

10. Record Storage
a.
b.
c.

Area should provide for storage for medical
records
An attendant
Located near library, conference room, close to
physicians offices, close to nurses station and
admitting

11. Entrance
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Easy to locate from outside
Patient should be able to locate receptionist desk
easily but not a direct shot from door to desk
Patient must be able to come in unobserved from
patients in waiting room
Easy to enter for handicapped patients
Could be defined by use of plants, materials and
lighting
Outside could be defined by use of steps, overhangs,
indentation protrusions, plants, and change in
materials
Lobby should join with entrance but should be a
transition area from outside to inside

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Use of plants and planters to divide up areas and
define
Use of skylights and natural lighting to help
define areas
Use of materials and colors for enclosures to give
a feeling of security
Use of graphics for directions and brightening up
areas
Giving the patient a view in the waiting area
Using music to soothe and relax them
Making every area easy and unconfusing as possible
to reach but make it an experience to reach them

Small Auditorium
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Used to seat about 50-75 people
Small stage for speakers and displays
To be used for audio and visual lectures
To be used by public and staff
Located near entrance away from waiting areas
Close to receptionist desk
Near restrooms and lounge

2.

Information Room
a.
b.
c.
d.

PROFESSIONAL

1.

Room to be used for permanent and traveling dis
plays
For use by public and staff
Located near entrance and auditorium
Easy access from physicians office or professional
areas

Physicians Offices
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Use by physicians as preliminary examination and
consultation rooms
To be used as private offices for diagnosis eval
uation
Equipped with X-ray (panel lights)
Desk, comfortable sitting for patients, medical
books
Located near medical records
Directly near examination and treatment area
Consultation room should be right next to or part
of office
Should not be able to see from waiting room

Consultation Rooms
a.

Very comfortable, relaxing

b.
c.
d.

Have equipment for visual and audio demonstration
Next to physicians offices and next to treatment
areas
Entrance should be away from waiting area

Conference Room
a.

For use of physicians; same one as in the admin
istrative area

Locker Rooms
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Two, one for men; one for women
Located near treatment area, physicians offices,
laboratory area
Possible use with restrooms; equipped with showers;
possible lounge to separate the two
Should be away from public view and access
Should be a getaway for the staff

Lounge for Staff—50 People
a.
b.
c.
d.

To be located away from everything
Close to staff entrance
Close to lockers
A rest area for the staff

e.

Accessibility to other parts of center very quickly

6.

Library
a.

7.

Restrooms
a.

8.

e.
f.
g.

1.

To be in locker area

Special consideration
a.
b.
c.
d.

•MEDICATION

Same as one in administration

Use of graphics for directions and color scheme
Area should be carpeted
Use of wood, basic white
An introduction into the treatment area; use as
a buffer zone between waiting and administration
to treatment areas
Use of planting on one side of area
Use of lighting to define areas and emphasis
Use views for physicians office

Examination Rooms
a.

To be used by physicians for examination and pre
liminary preparation of patients

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Located near physicians office
Next to dressing rooms and waiting room
Close to treatment rooms
Areas should be quiet and warm
Private or semi-private area
Medical records close by

Dressing Area
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Away from public; private area
Warm and carpeted
Small booths for persons to change clothing
Located with waiting room (small)
Next to examination and treatment areas
Have patient feel secure from too many eyes
Near nurses stations

Waiting Room
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Small ones next to dressing rooms
To be used by patient who is waiting to be
examined or treated
Carpeted and warm
Away from public eyes
An enclosed area
Next to restrooms
About 5 people per area
Room for bed patients, one or two
Near nurses station

4.

Restrooms
a.

5.

Storage Rooms
a.
b.
c.

6.

For storage of mobile units or auxiliary equipment
Should be located near treatment rooms and
examination rooms
Easy access to room

Supply Rooms
a.
b.

7.

To be located in dressing and waiting area for
patients

For storage of garments and linen supply
Possible storage of parts and medical equipment
equipment (instruments)

Nurses Station
a.
b.
c.
d.

Located near examination rooms and treatment
rooms
Close to medical records, physicians offices and
supply room
Should be the center of traffic in medication
area
Should contain large counter space, typewriter
area, computer punchout and screen, telephone
or switchboard

e. Large enough for at least 3 nurses at any one time
8.

Records Storage
a.
b.
c.
d.

9.

Storage of X-ray films of patient close to nurses
station
Could possibly be connected to one in administra
tion area
Should be protected from outside radiation
Easy access into area

Radiation Rooms for Nuclear Medicine
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Area should have protective sheilding
Control area and application area
Shielded area for storage of radioactive material
Carpeted area; warm
Close to nurses station
Close to beds
Approximately two rooms
Next to X-ray room

10. X-Ray Room
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Located near nurses station
Located near treatment rooms and examination room
Provide spaces for control panel and X-ray area
Provide area for equipment and plenty of room to
move around patient
Close to darkroom and film storage

11. Darkroom
a.
b.
c.
d.

Facility to develop X-ray negatives of patient
Area to prepare plates
Use of double door system to prevent light
from entering
Easy access to a consultation room or records
storage

12. Film Storage
a.
b.

Be in same area as darkroom
Protected from unwanted radiation

13. Treatment Rooms
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

One cobalt room
Ortho-voltage
X-ray; betatrons
Mega-voltage
(1) Linear accelerator
(2) Teletherapy unit
Areas should be furnished like a living room
possible
Protected with shielding
Close to nurses station, waiting room and dressing
rooms
Control rooms to be outside these rooms
Some areas to be provided with music, possible
fresh-scented air; anything that will relax
patient

14. Pharmacy
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Close to nurses station
Close to out-patient entrance
Window to dispense drugs
Area for storage of drugs
Manufacturing room
Safe for narcotics
Office for pharamacist

15. Chemotherapy
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

RESEARCH

1.

Office with beds
Make an office examination situation
Next to pharmacy
Close to laboratory
Close to nurses station
Close to restrooms

Laboratory Areas for Research
a.
b.
c.

Private laboratories for continuing research
Researchers office near laboratory or in labora
tory
Lots of counter space and storage space for
equipment and ehcmicals

'

d.
e.
2.

Laboratory Areas for Study Samples (Results)
b.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Close to examination
Close to treatment
A general large space divided into smaller areas
For public and researchers use

Offices
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

4.

Area should have resilient floors, counters and
fixtures
Close to library

For researchers
Director of Research
Secretary
Storage of laboratory results; library of sorts
Of incoming supplies

Supplies and Storage
a.
b.
c.
d.

Located near a dock
Close to laboratories
Storage of chemicals and dangerous materials
Controlled area

Small Conference
a.
b.
c.

For small groups of researchers to discuss problems
and facts
Very comfortable; sort of a lounge
Close to laboratories and offices

Library
a.
b.

Could be the same as the one in administration
Storage of latest research material

Locker Rooms and Lounge
a.
b.
c.

One for men and women
A getaway for researchers
Lounge should be very comfortable with a view out

Special Consideration
a.
b.
c.

All areas should be easy to clean
Must be quiet or could have piped-in music
Carpeted hallways possibly with view on one side
out

SERVICE

1.

Storage
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Basic supplies
Located in area away from public view
Located near loading dock
Located near supply room
Easy access to other departments
Possible use of elevator or dumbwaiter

Supply Room
a.

Storage of extra linen and basic medical equipment

Waste Disposal
a.
b.
c.
d.
4.

Possible area for burning
Possible area for trash compacting
Storage for later removal
Located near loading dock

Loading Dock
a.
b.
c.

Away from public view
To handle most of the supplies coming in
Have possible office to supervise activities in
area

5.

Utility Spaces and Closets
a.
b.

Space for electrical and janitorial supplies and
cleaning equipment
To have at least one closet space for area

CONSIDERATIONS

Consideration
-SiteNuisances: The site must be free from noise,
and not exposed to odor, dust and smoke.
Accessibility: Must be easy to reach, by
walking or automobiles
Public Utilities: Have within reach of potable
water, electrical lines, sewage disposal and
other utilities.
Orientation: To take advantage of prevailing
winds, placing administrative and out-patient
departments on northerly or street side, the busy
side of the building.
Dimensions: The plot should allow for at least
100% for future expansion of facility. The
grounds should be still attractive after the
expansion has taken place. The plot should be
located on high ground for proper drainage.
Landscaping: An effective landscaping for the
facility will have an effect on the psychological
welfare of the patient, the public good will and
the mental morale of the staff.

-CirculationCirculation is of major concern for a smooth flow
of traffic in a medical facility. One has to be concerned
with length for patients, acoustics, materials, whether a
long corridor or a short corridor, winding or bent corridor
will be efficient and pleasant for patients and staff. A
brief checklist should include the following:
Exterior Traffic-Patients arriving or leaving by auto or
ambulance
-Patients arriving or leaving on foot
-Visiting public; parking space
-Staff members? convenient parking, reserved
-Controlled ingress and egress of employees;
proper facilities for parking
-Delivery of incoming supplies
-Removal of refuse
Interior Traffic-Incoming patients from admitting to patient
area

-Outgoing patients; leaving by way of
business office
-Interdepartmental patient traffic
-Visitors who should be under surveillance
to and from patient areas
-Staff members
-Out-patients; routed to services of facility
-Employees; routed past time control station
-Supplies and wastes
-EntrancesSpecial consideration should be given to the number
and types of entrances for a medical facility. The breakdown
would be as follows:
-Main Entrance: Receiving ambulant patients
arriving on foot or car. Physicians to
main entrance if parking is near
-Emergency Entrance: Nonambulatory patients
received from auto or ambulances
-Supply Entrance: For unloading supplies,
close to storage areas, elevators and
removal or refuse

-Employee Entrance:
professional

Nonprofessional or

-CorridorsMinimum with 7'6" more like 8' acoustical treat
ment; wall finish smooth, washable and light
in color; height of corridor 8%'; lighting,
simple design to minimize maintenance cost
-StairwaysStairways should be at least 3'8" wide

Design Solution
The design was based on "fear". I tried to eliminate
this emotion of fear totally or in part to help the treat
ment of the patient. I always tried to keep the patient
in contact with the outside world by giving him a view to
the outside or by creating environments that were from
nature. The use of "green areas" or courts was to be an
oasis in the middle of a very straight and structured
building. The patient was brought from the outside where
the surrounding landscape was very plain consisting of
sage brush, few evergreens, rolling flat land and short
grass, into a very crisp building. The impression of the
building, trying to be one of professional treatment and
medical health facility, would give the patient a confidence
that he would be getting the best possible that is available.
As the patient enters the building, he would see the main
green area (the one in front of the waiting area). This
would be the locating point in the building. The patient
could always look to the main green area as a reference
point to where they are and where they want to go. The
main court would have sub-courts that would lead the patient
to or from the main court. The building is then structured
around the 3 green areas within its interior. The courts
would also designate areas. The first would be administra
tive and public area; the second or main court would be
waiting, lounge and reading area; the third and final would
designate the treatment and research area of the building.
The exterior of the building was made to have it look as
low as possible so as to fit into the site on which it sits.
This again would give the false illusion of being small and
enclosing on the inside. But the spider-like skylights

would, on the inside, give life, light, openness and a
sense of being on the inside. The skylights are located
over the green areas to give light to an oasis in a desert.
These green areas would contain locale or exotic plants.
This design concept was implemented into the design of my
Cancer Center.
In doing this thesis, I have hope that maybe someone
will try to use some cf my basic concepts in designing other
medical facilities, although not in the same way. Maybe
my ideas could start a different process of thought toward
designing buildings such as mine. I have but scratched the
surface in researching a facility such as mine. It would
take years to complete analyze and design the facility
that would function to the benefit of the users. This
thesis is but one approach to the problem of treating cancer
patients and it has given me an insight into myself as well
as to the problems of medical design.
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